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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF WIND-TUNNEL INTERFERENCE ON THE
DOWNWASH BEHIND AN AIRFOIL

By ABB Smvmwmmi and S. KATZOFF

SUMMARY

The inteiferena oj the wina%nnel boumihies on the

downwaah behind an ai@i.J luzs been exptimenially in.vm-

tigated and Ma Tewlt$ have been compared with the anzd-

able theoretical results for open-throai wind tunnels. As

in previous studti, the simpli$ed thmretical hvutmeni

that assuma the test se&n to be an in$nite free jet has

been 8hown to be saih%factoy d the lijin.g line. T?w experi-

mental re.sw?ts,however, show thut this resumption may

lead to erroneous cone.ltiu regarding the correctti to be

applied to the downwash in the region behind the airfoil

where the tail sw.rfacea are normaily located. The rew.h%

of a theoy bared on the more accwrate concept of tb open-

jet wind tud iM a$nite length of free jet provided with a

cI?kd &vii passage arv in good quuhlative agreement with

the experink?dd remll.ts.

INTRODUCTION

A comprehensive theoretical treatment of wind-tunnel
interference exists at present. The theory includes all
the major effects attributable to the limited boundaries
of the air stream and providw stream-amgle corrections
both at the airfoil and in the region behind the airfoil.
Experimental verification of this theory has, in general,
been satisfactory, although mainly cordined to the cor-
rections at the lifting line of the airfoil, The pre9ent
investigation is concerned with the interferauce in the
region behind the wing, a problem of importance in the
testing of airplanes or airplane models, since the induced
boundary effects at the wing and at the tail surfaces are
usually diflerent. A particular purpose of the present
investigation was to provide correction factors for air-
plane test data obtained in the N. A. C. A. full-scale
wind tunnel.

The theory of wind-tunnel interference on the down-
wash at the tail surfaces has been given in references 1,
2, and 3. Reference 3 also contains an evaluation of
the correction factors for square and rectangular tun-
nels, These studies have indicated that the effect in
the region of the tail surfaces is of the order of twice
that at the wing. The work is based, however, on the
assumption that the air stream is of idinite length.
This assumption is permissible for a closed wind tunnel

but is very questionable for an open tunnel because the
actual open test section is usually only about one tunnel .

diameter long. The boundary- condition for free jets,
namely, uniformity of pressure over the surface of the
jet, thus appliea over only a short section; the boundary
condition for closed tunnels, zero veloci@- normal to the
s“urface, applies in front of and behind the open section.
The disturbing effect of the exit cone is clear since,
upon entering it, any inclination of the free jet induced
by the lift on the wing must be so reduced that the air
w-W follow more nearly the horizontal flow direction in
the closed tube (fig. 1). From some recent bonndary-
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FIOIJEE L—Effcmtof d cone on downwash behind an afrfofl.

interference calculations (reference 4) for a circular
open tunnel of tits length, it w-m concluded that the
assumption of an infinitely long open jet would lead to
very serious @r in the region of the tail plane but to
very little error at the wing. The results from reference
4 axe reproduced in ilgnre 2.

Conditions were particularly favorable for experi-
mental investigation of the downwash corrections in the
N. A. C. A. full-scale wind tunnel, as a x~+xde model of
the tunnel waa available. The procedure consisted in
meamring the dowmvash angles behind small airfoils in
the model tunnel and comparing them with the meas-
ured dowmmsh angles behind the same airfoils in the
full-scale wind tunnel. The full+csle wind tunnel is so
large in comparison with the airfoils that the boundary
interference is negligible. The correction factors thus
obtained should be directly applicable to dowmvash
data obtained behind large airfoils in the full-scale
tunnel for there is little reason to expect an appreciable
scale effect on the induced-velocity distribution. The
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free-stream dowmvash data obtained from the mess
urements in the full-scale tunnel with the small airfoih
should be valuable as standards for comparison witl
similar m easurements in other tunnels. By a compari-
son, such as was made in the present -work, the bound-
ary-interference factors may be derived.
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MODEL—TUNNEL TESTS

Apparatus.-The model tunnel used in these teds
is a j&scale replica of the N. k C. A. full-scale wind
tunnel. A complete description of the small tunnel and
its equipment is given in reference 5. A wire balance
was devised to measure the lift on the airfoils. The
models were suspended from an overhead platform
scale, and counterweights were provided below to
maintain tension in the system. The angle of attack
was changed by an adjustable quadrant on the stile
platform.

The tests were made with two rectangular Clark Y
airfoils, one with a 5-inch chord and a 30-inch span and
the other with a 10-inch chord and a 30-inch span.
The 5-inch-chord airfoil in the 2- by 4-foot jet of the
model tunnel corresponds in the 30- by 60-foot jet
of the full-scale wind tunnel to a 6.25- by 37.50-foot
airfoiI, which represents the average size of the airfoils
tested in the large tunnel. The lo-inch+hord airfoil
was chosen to exaggerate the effects investigated and
the results from the measurements made with it are,
perhaps, of greater academic than practical value.
The airfoils were constructed of laminated mahogany,
varnished and then polishet. to a smooth surface.

The dowmvash angles were measured by means of a
calibrated yaw head consisting of two total-head tubes,
each inclined at a 42° angle with the horizontal to
form a Y with an 84° included angle. The inclination

of the air stream was indicated by the pressure differ-
ence p between the two prongs of the ‘t and was
measured by means of an alcohol manometer. The
yaw head -was calibrated in terms of the dynamic pres-
sure q of the air stream, and the stream angle in degreea
was obtained from a calibration chart showing p/g
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gainst e, the angle of downwash. For measurements
f dynamic pressure a small Prandtl-type pitot head
~as used.

Tests,—Test data were obtained with the model
unneI in four diflerent conditions (fig. 3) as follows:

1. Normal tunnel condition.
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2. Normal tunnel condition with a model balance
house to simulate the balance house of the full-scale
tunnel.

3. Normal tunnel condition with a ground board 32
inches wide extendimg between the lower surfaces of the
entrance and exit cones.

4, Flare removed from the exit cone, increasing the
length of the open jet from M to 56 inches.

Conditions 1 to 3 simulate possible operating condi-
tions of the full-scale tunnel; condition 4 was studied
to determine whether increasing the length of the open
section would appreciably affect the downwash at the
tail. Tests were made for each of the four tunnel
conditions with the 10- by 30-inch airfoil; only condi-
tions 1 and 2 were studied with the 5- by 30-inch airfoil.
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For all the test conditions the air-stream angle-s in
the tunnel at all the stations were obtained with the
airfoils removed from the jet. The actual dowmvash
angles were then taken aa differences between the air-
stream anglea with the airfoil present and removed.
Dowmmsh surveys were made at three lift coefficients
for ench airfoil. The lift forces were measured in all
cases over a range of angles of attack that included
the angles of zero and msxi.nmm lift. The dowmvash
surveys were limited to the plane of symmetry of the
wing since tail surfaces do not normally extend a great
distance on either side of this plane. Measurements
were made between 4 inches above and 9 inches below
the longitudinal axis through the quarter-chord point

]f the airfoils, at 1.0 and 1.65 chord lengths back of the
roiling edge for the larger airfoil, and at 1, 2, and 3
>hord lengths back of the trailing edge for the smaller
fioil. b air speed of about 60 miles per hour was
~ed for all the tests.

FULL-SCALE WIND-TUNNEL TESTS

Apparatus,-l?ree-air data (free of tunnel-boundary
nterference effects) for the airfoils were obtained by
tests in the full-scale tunnel (reference 6). Owing to
the small forces encountered in measuring the lift, it
was necessw-y to construct a special balance, a schematic
diagram of which is shown in @me 4. The airfoil
was supported on the balance by means of a forked

FrGURE5.-The qmlmentd set-up in the fall-e tunnel.

frame, this frame being supported in turn on a pair of
flat cantilever springs. Vertical forces on the balance
deflect the cantilever springs and the motion is con-
verted into rotation of one of a pair of small self-
synchronous motors by merms of a thin strip of spring
steel attached to its shaft. Remote recording of this
motion was obtained on the complementary sclf-
synchronous motor, placed in the balance house below
the jet. By means of a calibrated diaI and a pointer
attached to the motor shaft, the lift forces on the air-
foils could be observed directly. Effective damping
was obtained by means of an oil dashpot. The entire
balance was enclosed in a streamline fairing and
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attached to one of the normal balance supports (@g. 5),
Downwash angles and dynamic pressures were meas-
ured with the same instruments used in the model-
tunnel tests. These instruments were attached ~
the survey apparatus in the tunnel (reference 6).

Tests.—Preliminary measurements in the full-scale
wind tunnel, with the airfoil removed, consiskd oi
surveys of air-stream angle and dynamic pressure and
the determination of tare lift forces on the balance,
For each airfoil, the lift forces were measured over
the range of angles of attack between zero and maxi-
mum lift, and the dowmvash angles were measured
for three lift coefhcients. b in the model-tunnel
tests, surveys were made only in the plane of symmetry
of the airfoil. A s~~htly larger area was surveyed in
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the full-scale tunnel than in the model tunnel. Down-
wash measurements were made between 8 inches
above and 12 inches below the longitudinal axis, from
1 to 5 chord lengths back of the quarter-chord point
for the smaller airfoil, and from 1 to 4 chord lengths
back for the larger airfoil.

RESULTS

Representative experimental data are plotted in iig-
UIRS 6 to 9, The final derived jet-boundary corrections
are given in fig-urea 10 to 13, in which is plotted the
coefficient 8= used in the usual boundary<orrection
formula

Aa=57.3 ~=~=

inwhich Sand Oars the areas of the airfoil and jet cross

section, respectively, and Aci is the induced downwash
angle in degrees due to the influence of the bound-
aries. The coefficient & represents the total jeh
boundary effect rather than the increase in the correc-
tion over that at the wing; i. e., 6T=6W+~4, in which
& is the correction factor for the wing and 6A is the
additional factor for the tail. Accordingly, in the
application of the results, it must be remembered that,
if the angle of attack of the airplane has already been
corrected for the jet-boundary effect at the wing, the
correction factor for the tail will be only the difference
between the & values at the tail and at the wing.

The tunnel-boundary effects at the airfoils were
obtained directly from the lift curves (fig. 6) as the
difference between the full-scale and model-tunnel
angles of attack at a particular lift coeiiicient. Fig-
ures 7, 8, and 9 illustrate some intermediate steps in
the derivation of the boundwy-interference corrections
behind the airfoil. Figure 7 comprises contour maps
of the dowmvash measured in the full-scale tunnel;
figures 8 and 9 compare plots of the downwrrsh meas-
ured in the model tunnel and in the full-scale tunnel.

The corrections were primarily obtained for applica-
tion to tests performed in the full-scale wind tunnel
and are accordingly plotted against distance down-
stream in full-scale dimensions (figs. 10 to 13). Points
are shown that correspond to each of the two airfoils
at each of two lift coticients. These points are not
actual experimental valuea but were obtained after
some interpolation, as the measurements in the two
tunnels were made at slightiy diiTerent lift coefficients
and at slightly diflerent positions back of the wing.
For comparison with the theoretical malum calculated
for an infinitely long open jet, the corrections of refer-
ence 3 are included with the experimental data (figs.
10, 11, and 13).

The scattering of the experimental points on some of
the curves is very noticeable. Although theoretical
reasons exist for expecting that the four cams would not
exactly check, they appear insuiiicient to esplain the
observed amount of variation. The experimental error
may possibly have exceeded the estimated value of
3.15°.

DISCUSSION

The results of greated interest are those for the
~ormal tunnel (&. 10). It is seen that, whereas the
:orrection at the wing has the theoretical value, the
~orrections on the longitudinal axis back of the wing
xot only do not approach twice that at the wing, as
@en by the theory, but actually decrease rapidly of ter
\hefirst 20 feet behind the wing (about 3 chord lengths),
I’his effect is due to the exit cone. It is therefore appar-
mt that the conception of the open jet as one of infinite
ength may lead to grow error in applying corrections
it the tail surfaces. The curves show a marked re-
wnblance to the one theoretically obtained considering
ihe jet to be of iinite length. (See iig. 2 taken from
.eference 4.)
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The differences between the experimental and theo-
retical values are least in the region 4 to 8 feet below
and 12 to 20 feet behind the wing. For a high-wing
monoplane the tail ia in this region at high lift coefli-
cients; so in this case the theoretically calculated effect,
assuming an inii.nitely long section, will not usually be
in error by w much as 10. I?or low-wing or midwing
monoplanes the tails will lie relatively higher and some-
what above this region. For these cases it may be
sufficiently accurate to assume that the correction is
uniform over the entire airplane and equal to the
theoretically calculated effect at the wing.
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FKWJEE12.-Jet-bonnrky cmeotbn agalrot disbmm behfnd entramx mnq tunnel
with Wd tmurd.

A point of interest is that the observed jetiboundary
effect is not symmetrical with respect to the horizontal
center plane of the tunnel. This dissymmetry is
probably due to the fact that the trailing vortices do
not extend straight back from the wing but are inclined
downward, owing to the downwash. No theoretical
treatment hss yet taken this feature into account,
although the calculations for a wing placed below the
center line should be somewhat comparable and they
do indicate the same type of &symmetry in the down-
wash. (See fig. 25 of reference 3.)

The results with the model balance house in place
(fig, 11) are, as expected, about the same as those with-
out it, except possibly in that portion of the jet closest
to it.

3sG4s-3~5

Removal of the exit cone causes somewhat closer
approach of the experimental to the theoretical results
(&. 13); it is clear, therefore, that the proximity of the
closed section forming the exit cone of the jet contributes
considerable inaccuracy to the results of a theory that
aswmea an infinitely long free jet.

The dowmvash results when the ground board was
used (~. 12) are, on the other hand, in agreement with
the results of the theoretical treatment for an infi-
nitely long jet with bottom bound~. For a long 2:1
rectangukw jet, which is open on three sides and closed
at the bottom, the theory predicts relatively small
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tunnel-wall corrections in the region of the axis. The
experimental iesults veri.iied this prediction, although
the agreament is somewhat fortuitous since (1) the jet
is not quite rectangular, (2) it is not infinitely long, and
(3) the ground board did not extend across the entire
width. The lift curves were practically the same as
those obtained in the full-scale tunnel, as were the down-
wash angles in the region of the tunnel axis. Near the
gound board, however, the deviation from the free-
stream dow-nwash becomes very large, owing to the fact
that the inclination of the stream must approach zero
at the board.

In all the model-tunnel experiments, the lifting line,
assumed to be located at the quarter-chord point of
the airfoil, was placed 16 tithes back of the entrance
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cone on the horizontal center line. The results are
then strictly applicable to the full-scale tunnel only
when the airplane wing is 20 feet behind the entrance
cone and on the horizontal center line. This location
is approximately the usual one of the wings tested in
the tunnel.

The boundary corrections for other wind tunnels may
be found by using the dowmvash contours of figure 7,
which are for free-stream conditions. By a compmison
of the data obtained in the full-scale wind lmonel
with those obtained in other tunnels behind similar
airfoils at the same lift coefficients, the boundary-
interference corrections may be directly obtained. This
method assumea that the scale tiects on the down-
wash contour map and on the jebboundary effect are
neg~ble.

CONCLUSIONS

1. For an open-jet wind tunnel the boundary cor-
rections at the wing itself may be predicted horn the
simplified theory, which assumes the jet to be of idi.nite
length; however, the theory gives erroneous results
downstream In the region of the tail surfaces, the
jet-boundary corrections are less than those predicted
by the simplified theory but are in good qualitative
agreement with the results of a theory that considem
the jet b be of finite length.

2. l’or the case of an open rectangular tunnel with
ground board, the experiments substmtiate the theoret-
ical prediction that in such a tunnel there is relatively

little jet-boundary eflect either at the wing or at the
tail.

3. With special referance to the full-scale wind
tunnel, the experiments show that the presence of the
bakmce house below the jet has no appreciable oiled
on the corrections. Removal of the exit bell improved
the agreement between the e~erimental downwash
and that predicted by the simplified theory.

lkNGLDY Mhortm AnOIiAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL AmmoRY Comtmmm FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., June 4,19$7.
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